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It’s time to ring in the new year and find the common threads that suit your style. The 

following six trends were curated as a guide to discovering your palette. We have 

done extensive research to find the material; now it’s time to make that choice for 

your home. 

TRENDS 2023

- NFT (New Fun Tile) - Serenity Calling

- Cranium Inspiration - Reminiscence Flash

- Outdoor Essence - Empathic Expression
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The NFT trend is the growing age of technology blended with modern-day living spaces. 

Gadgets that help the everyday human are now delivered right to your doorstep. Man 

Caves are turning into gaming rooms while art studios are migrating to a YouTube film set. 

This look is for anyone that likes dark or monochromatic colors, mosaics that have a blend 

of metal paired with gray floor tile that glistens in any color of lighting.



AARDEN WOOD - TIN

ADAARTIN748

VOYAGE - GRAY

DCVOYGRAY832

TRENDS 2023NEW FUN TILE

IBIZA - WHITE

LAIBIWHIT1224

ZELLIGE - DARK GRAY

LAZELDKGR216

BRESCIA - GRAY

COBREGRAY22

ARROW GOLD MOSAIC - MARQUINA

DRARGOMARQ12M

3D HEX MOSAIC - GRIGIO

DR3DHGRIG12M



Cranium Inspiration is for artistic individuals that enjoy expressing themselves through 

bright colors, bold patterns, and funky shapes. No right or wrong design with this trend as 

it focuses on your creativity. We sometimes forget that we make this living space for us, not 

architectural magazines. This trend is a staple of your imagination with fun wall tile and 

the deco pattern floor to match.

Cranium Inspi ration 



AARDEN WOOD PLUS - BALSA

ADAARBALS960

BARTON CREEK - BEIGE

DCBARBEIG832

VANCOUVER - ICE

COVANICE1224

FLOW - COSMIC SAPPHIRE

LAFLOSAPP312

SKYLINE - WHITE

COSKYWHIT18

CASABLANCA - HERITAGE BLUE

LACASHERBLU8

 GEOHEX MOSAIC - BLUE

DRGEOBLUE1113M

TRENDS 2023CRANIUM INSPIRATION



Outdoor Essence celebrates the imperfections of nature. The grit of stone, the knot you 

see in lumber, and the colors you find on earth. Biophilia defines as holding close contact 

with nature. The pandemic has streamlined this trend to the very front with a dire need 

for bringing the outdoors in to bring wholeness to mind, body, and spirit. Wood-style 

planks, recycled glass mosaics, and natural-looking materials flourish with this trend.

Outdoor 
E s s e n c e



AARDEN WOOD PLUS - CEDER

ADAARCEDE960

BARTON CREEK - NOCE

DCBARNOCE832

MOSCATO - SAND

LAMOSSAND1224

MAIOLICA CRACKLED - WHITE

LAMAICRWHIT312

VANCOUVER - BEIGE

COVANBEIG18

 SHAVED PEBBLE - DAPPLE EARTH

SMPEBWHIT/TAN12MS

ARROW GOLD MOSAIC - TEAK

DRARGOTEAK12M

TRENDS 2023OUTDOOR ESSENCE 



There is a time in the day when you need simplicity, moments where you can walk in a space 

and feel mentally sound and clear. Serenity Calling is a trend that focuses on minimalism. 

Making every item that surrounds you have a purpose, not just a theme. We all are guilty of 

consumerism in one way or another. This practice blends in with interior design because of the 

cohesiveness available between all materials. Your color tones vary with a choice of finishings.

Serenity 
C a l l i n g



AARDEN WOOD PLUS - CIPRES

ADAARCIPR960

MADERAS NOGAL - BEIGE

ALMADBEIG624

ANNORA - WHITE

AMANNWHIT1224P

FLOW - WHITE

LAFLOWHITS312

ARCTIC - WHITE

AMARCWHIT24P

PENNYCYCLE MOSAIC - CARRARA

DRPENCARR12M

PICKETCYCLE MOSAIC - STATUARY

DRPICSTAT1014M

TRENDS 2023SERENITY CALLING 



Reminiscence Flash is about embracing the memories of our childhood past with meaningful 

objects, shapes, and colors in our living space. We are a definition of our past when it comes to 

generational style. You can find the most modern architecture with unique decor on the inside; 

some would say dated, and others would say timeless. Natural wood tones, retro lighting, and 

wicker furniture are the staple of this trend. 

Reminiscence 
F l a s h



AARDEN WOOD PLUS - EIK

ADAAREIK960

LUMBER - HONEY

DCLUMHONE624

GOTHAM - BIANCO

DCGOTBIAN1224

FLOW - LIVING GREEN

LAFLOGREES312

FLOW HEXAGON - WHITE

LAFLOWHIT89HEX

BALTIA MINI-BRICK MOSAIC - WHITE

DUBALT12M

TERRA - ORNAMENTO

MCTERORNA8F

TRENDS 2023REMINISCENCE FLASH 



Positive reinforcement and acceptance are tools for creating great relationships. Walking into a 

space with a sense of safety is the forerunner of this trend. Empathic expression is soft to the touch 

with light and airy colors. Textures that take shape and are gentle on the eye. Carrara marble, 

wood-style planks, and stone mosaics are essential for expressing empathy for any living quarters.

Empathic 
E x p r e s s i o n



AARDEN WOOD PLUS - ESP

ADAARESP960

VOYAGE - BIANCO

DCVOYBIAN832

CARRARA - HUESO

ALCARHUES1224

FLOW - VELVET PINK

LAFLOPINK312

SUITE - ARABESQUE

PNSUIARAB24

3D HEX MOSAIC - GOLD

DR3DHGOLD12M

LAMPLIGHT MOSAIC - CALLACATA

DRLAMCALA13M

TRENDS 2023EMPATHIC EXPRESSION
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